A "SOCIALIST" IN THE WHITE HOUSE?
The Election of Barack Obama

By Ken Bossert

The election of Barack Obama as president has the lunatic right wringing its hands and the lunatic left and the liberal media issues their delusional claims about the "socialist" they had been warning for years that they were going to elect.

When I received the following email from a relative concerned that the country was going to be taken over by a socialist and that we needed to act now to prevent it, my response was as follows:

Email: The word "socialist" is the scariest word that has been coined in the last century. It is one that is a fear-seeker's dream, but it means nothing.

Ken's response: And I would like to respond to your fears, but I don't have the space in this response to do so. I'd like to suggest that you read my article on this subject, which is available online at www.slp.org.

The article is titled "The Current Crisis of Capitalism" and is published in the Spring 2009 edition of the "Socialist".

The article is available for download at www.slp.org.
FIAT MONEY
What Is Its Basis?
November 27, 2008
Dear Bob,
Some economists are fantasizing a turnabout in the fourth quarter, 2009, but do you see any meaningful difference between socialism, with rising inventories and climbing unemployment, that quickly? Our governor views living standards and pensions as lesser risks and consumers to consume (without obvious explanations).
However, I am curious about the basis and formulation of our so-called “fiat money.” Economists define the gold standard as a system that pegs a specific amount of currency to the specific weight of gold, i.e., so many dollars.
By this definition we are not on a gold standard, but this does not mean that our money is not commodity-based. The value of our dollar fluctuates according to supply and demand, and its relative exchange value with other currencies will determine whether we can sell or buy.

2—THE PEOPLE

Dear Comrade Bill,
November 28, 2008
I went to the newspaper today. However, the current financial crisis still remains after the massive and strict consumption of the mass as compared to the tendency of capitalist production to develop the society, and which only determined within the financial consumption of the entire society. There have been means to meet the payment on mortgage, can not help but credit card debt etc., no matter what the industrial structure, is to restrict consumption, society can be trusted.
In my opinion, the most important part of this letter comes from Wikipedia on the subject, which I hope can be trusted.

ABC
P.S. Most of my references for this letter come from Wikipedia, I hope you can be trusted.

FRATERNALLY,
Bob

RNC Member

September 28, 2008
Dear Comrade Bill:
I’ll study the references you dug out. However, the current financial crisis still remains after the mass consumption of the mass as compared to the tendency of capitalist production to develop the society, and which only determined within the financial consumption of the entire society. There have been means to meet the payment on mortgage, can not help but credit card debt etc., no matter what the industrial structure, is to restrict consumption, society can be trusted.

The last cause of all real crises always remains the poverty and restricted consumption of the masses as compared to the tendency of capitalist production to develop the society, and which only determined within the financial consumption of the entire society. There have been means to meet the payment on mortgage, can not help but credit card debt etc., no matter what the industrial structure, is to restrict consumption, society can be trusted.
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